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The collective outrage resulting from Romney's public unveiling of “self-deportation” procedures 
should be cause for further concern.   How those principles can, and are, being used against non-
immigrants  -  namely, law abiding Americans who think and vote differently from extremist 
conservatives  -  is a reality the public needs to understand, and to stop.

Mark Krikorian, of the conservative think tank Center for Immigration Studies, describes the 
“self-deportation” procedure as a planned series of “virtual choke points” that are designed to make 
normal life  -  gaining employment, access to social services, health care and education, even daily 
telephone and internet communications between friends, employers, and families  -  as difficult as 
possible. 1  There's nothing “self” in the deportation, unless you consider the instinct to survive after 
every other option is closed off. 

The available surveillance tools designed for creating virtual choke points are those authorized 
by the USA PATRIOT Act together with restrictive immigration laws like the ones recently passed by the 
Kansas state legislature.  This list of tools includes roving wiretaps, “sneak and peeks”, seizing voice mail 
messages and personal possessions,2 and creating shared data bases3 used by local police, custom 
officials and social services that can flag individuals targeted for choking.  

Cyberspace is commonly defined as “the virtual environment of information and interactions 
between people” by the Department of Homeland Security and other national security concerns.4 
Agencies responsible for National Security also agree that joint public/private efforts are necessary in 
preventing and combating domestic terrorist threats.  But, what is the process by which an innocent 
American, without ties to terrorist organizations, would be added to the data bases as a terror threat? 
An unreliable report from a neighbor or co-worker who might have an ulterior motive?  Participating in a 
protest?  Tweeting their thoughts?  Surfing into a pro-terrorist site while using the world wide web?

Several categories exist for describing terrorists.  Homeland Security's criticized “lone wolf” 
category has been applied to several recent domestic terrorists even though their actions have been 
associated with right wing extremist groups.5  The Tea Party, an extremist political group publicly 
promoting armed rebellion against the United States government, and their rise to power is well 
documented.  Even though Sharon Angle lost her election, other members are serving in congress today, 
and influencing the national debate and policies regarding  domestic terrorism while none of their 
candidates became targets.  

Before the GOP convention, a FBI/DHS joint intelligence bulletin forwarded to the Tampa police 
was inflammatory in its warnings about the protestors.  Sam Rosenfeld, Security Debrief contributor at 
George Washington University's Homeland Security Policy Institute, writes, “Giving officers the 
impression they are likely to be attacked with potentially lethal weapons by anarchists within the 
protests is highly likely to lead to them making the wrong decisions about use of force and cause an 
overreaction, something that has the potential to affect everyone around them.”6

Local police forces and the FBI/DHS interact through the Joint Terrorism Task Force, which is 
responsible for policing terrorist threats in our neighborhoods.  When their intelligence is 
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sensationalized or otherwise manipulated, as in Tampa, political biases  become fuel for racketeering 
amongst the DHS, FBI, local police forces, and citizen groups, all under the guise of fighting terrorists. 
Interestingly enough, the PATRIOT Act defines behaviors that are categorized as terrorist in nature, and 
racketeering is one of those listed behaviors.   

Conservative interests heavily influence domestic terrorist policy while the extremist factions of 
their own party travel below the terror radar.  Simultaneously, innocent moderates and liberals 
practicing free speech are targeted for judicial abuse, civil abuse, and virtual choking, as experienced 
before protesters organized in Berkeley, CA, witnessed during multiple protests in Oakland, CA, and 
experienced by residents of Louisiana after the oil spill crisis.  Therefore, it appears that a national 
security bait and switch is occurring. 

As Kansas State Attorney General gleefully states, in regards to the deportations, "There haven't 
been mass arrests.  There aren't a bunch of court proceedings.  People are simply removing themselves.  
It's self-deportation at no cost to the taxpayer.  I'd say that’s a win."7  Likewise, the virtual choke points 
that result from national security policy, practice, and the resulting racketeering are difficult to prove 
unless their perpetrators confess.  But, unlike self-deportation, there is a financial burden: taxpayers 
cover the salaries of national security employees who initiate and monitor these roving choke points.

One option in combating this rising phenomena is to approach the judicial system.  If virtual 
targets attempt to overturn their status as possible domestic terrorists, necessary in order to institute 
roving choke points, and gain hearings addressing these civil and criminal violations, they'll discover that 
right wing extremists have been busy trying to stack the judicial benches with their cronies.  Todd 
Phillips and Andrew Blotky write, “After failing to achieve their preferred policy outcomes though the 
legislative process or the ballot box, these individuals are now turning their sights on the courts.  Not 
only is much at stake for progressive policy causes, but even worse, the health of our democracy and the 
public’s faith in our system of justice are at risk, too.”8

So, have national security organizations, motivated by extremist political views, become our 
domestic terrorists?  America has imprisoned members of its society in other national emergencies, 
although the virtual construct of jail bars is a modern phenomena.  In WW2, Japanese Americans were 
held in prison camps.  National emergencies are also used for political purposes as they were in 
Germany, for example.  Heinrich Himmler, Munich's police president, described Dachau as “the first 
concentration camp for political prisoners.”9  

Today, Chinese policy creates virtual jails for monks and nuns who self-immolate in Tibet.  Local 
populations explain virtual jails as being “constantly harassed by authorities, treated as outcasts by their 
communities, and reeling from financial problems”.10  Chinese policy affects the travel of both HH the 
Dalai Lama and the 17th Karmapa, since their movement's are restricted, visa's delayed, and heads of 
state cancel appointments.  These individuals are not physically jailed but virtually incarcerated , unlike 
the Panchen Lama who has disappeared with his family into Chinese hands.

In America, if the targets for these virtual jails are young, single, or politically inconvenient, and 
virtually choked out of their own communities as they search for work, health care, and food, and are 
subjected to the same procedures used in self-deportation but have no other country to return to, no 
court cases and lack police protection, they can easily be shoved to the fringe of society and kept there 
by incessant roving choke points.  Thus, categorizing them as lone wolfs, or as members of terrorist 
organizations in the making, becomes a simple exercise in creating virtual political prisoners while 
simultaneously creating job security for national security bureaucrats.  Sounds a lot like China.
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